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1. lndicate the type of plate boundary associated with each of the following geologic features:
a. Andesitic volcanoes Convergent
b. Basaltic volcanoes G"ot
c. Long linear s€rps Transform.
d. lsland arcs eonverqent
e. Normalfaults Diverqent

Z-The concept that adding or removing a weight from the earth's crust causes it to depress or
rebound: /sosfasy

3. The name of the scientist who proposed seafloor spreading: Harry Hess

4.Thenameofthescientistwhoproposedcontinentaldrift:ry

5. Define orogenesis: Ihe+rocess of mountain formation

6. What is the chaiacter of magnetic anomalies on the seafloor?
a. They occur in stripes that parallel mid-ocean ridges and areot?sef along

transform faults.
b. They occur in stripes that run perpendicutar to mid-ocean ridges and parallel

transform faults.
c. They occur in stripes that parallelcontlnental margins and transform faults.
d. They occur in stripes that run perpendicular to continental margins and parallel to

transform faults.
e. They occur in stripes that paralleltransform faults and end at mid-oceanic ridges.

7- What is the age order of sea floor types (the crust underlying them) from oldest to youngest?
a. Abyssal hills, abyssal plains, mid-ocean ridge, continentalshetf
b. Abyssal plains, abyssal hills, mid-ocean ridge, continentalshetf
c- continental shelf, abyssal plains, abyssar hilrs, mid-ocean ridge
d. Mid-ocean ridge, abyssal hills, abyssal plains, continentalshelf
e. Mid-ocean rid(;e, apyssal plains, abyssal hills, continental shetf

8. Which sea is an example of rifting forming an incipient ocean?
a. Baltic Sea 

;

b. Bering Sea
c. Black Sea
d. English Channel

, e. RedSea

9. How does plate tectonic theory exptain the Ural Mountains separating Europe and Asia?
a. Ancient collision and suturing of Europe and Asia
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b. Eurasia is moving over a hot spoJ in the mantle

c. lncipient rifting apart of Europe and Asia

d. lntraplate orogenesis in Eurasia

e. The Urals are the one mountain chain that was better explained by older theories.

10. Using the choices betow, indicate the kind of convergent plate boundary that formed (if any)

for each mountain/island system:

l. Continentalcrust colliding with oceanic crust

11. Oceanic crust colliding with oceanic crust

Continental crust cotliding with continental crust

Not a type of convergent boundary

a. Hawaiian lslands ' M
b. Andes Mountains I
c. Mariana lslands Il
d. Himatayan Mountains lll
e. Cascade Mountains f ,

11. What is the east coast of the United States an example of?

Active continental margin

Convergent ptate boundary

Divergent plate boundary
Passive continental margin
Transform plate boundary

12. What is the San Andreas Fault in southern California an example of?

a. Active continental margin

b. Convergent plate boundary

c. Divergent plate boundary

d. Passive continental margin

e. Transform plate boundary:

13. What type of fault is the San Andreas fautt? Strike-slip fault
i

14. The San Andreas fautt cred'tes the tectonic boundary between which two plates?

Pacific Ptate North American Ptate
,,

15. What happens when a piece of continent reaches an ocean-bound subduction zone?

a. A decollement forms along a foredeep

b. An island chain is quickly formed

c. Subduction ceases

1il.
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d. Subduction switches to the other plate
e. The continent is subducted

16' What has become accepted as the primary mechanism for seafloor spreading? Manile
convection

17. How is oceanic crust forced back into the earth's manfle?
a. lt wants to float but is forced to curt as it cools.
b. lt wants to float but is forced under by coiliding prates.
c. lt wants to sink because it is made of high density minerals.
d. ltwants to sink because it is cold and therefore dense.
e. lt wants to sink because of its high iron content.

The process described in the previous question is known as slab pull

List the modem continents that were derived from Gondwanatand:

20' The time period in which the five continents above formed Gondwanaland: Late paleozoic

21. ln the illustration to the right
a. What block is the White pine located on?

Footwall block

b. What block is the Maple located on?

Hanging wall block

c. What kind of fault is illustrated?

Normal fault

t-



22.pleaseanswer the question on the fbilowing illustration.
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23. The following graph shows carbon dioxide levels over the past 400 million years'

Carbon Dioxide 
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Millions of Years ago

a. ln the space below, plot an estimate for the change in temperature over that timespan'
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b. Explain why your graph looks the way it does'



24. Despite having similar latitudinal e*tremfs, the arctic was not covered in ice untit roughly 3 to 5
mitfon ],ears ago, while the antarctic has been covered in ice for approximately 35 million years.
What mafirrtectonic event could have cailsed this? Explain your answer.

The dosure of the isthmus of Panama. lt dramatically shifted ocean currents, causing the cunent
cr.rrrefiFwhich deliver less mld water to the arctic.

25. Define the geologicword falus.
Talus is the name of the materials at the base of a rock fall.

26. Which would most likely be the period of a tsunami?
a. 3 seconds
b. 30 seconds

c. 3 minutes

(d.) 30 minutes

Y goo minutes

27. Which.would most likely be the wavelength of a tsunami?
a. 3 meters
b. 30 meters
c. 300 meters
d. 3000 meters

,/4.30000 metersu)\-/
28. AS a tsunamienters shallow water,

r-6;;;Jdatreases).-.----'--- 
'

it (speeds ro€@d its amptitude

29. Sometimes, a triple junction plate boundary has one of its rift arms fail. What word best

describes this phenomenon?

[") Rrh*g"n
-b( Graben
c. Mass Effect
d. Elluviation

e. Kaufblau lndentation 
".



30. The fautt tines in this picture are parallel. Write a word that would best fill boxes A and B.

Graben Horst
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Matching: Match each word to the correct definition:

31. The measure of how far above sea level a given point is.

32. The measure of how far below sea level a given point is.

33. The name for all solid particles emitted by a volcano

34. A type of debris how with pyroclastic material, rocky debris, and sometimes water.

35. The act of one plate pushing another plate downward into the mantle.

A. Hypsometry B. Bathymetry C. lsometry

D. Subduction E. Abduction F. Conjunction

G. Tephra H. Slurry l. Lahar



36a. Rank the types of magma (andesitic, basaltic, rhyolitic) in order from lowest to highest

concenfation of silicon dioxide-

Lowest: Basaltic

lri"Oirrt t Andesitic

Highest Rhyolitic

36b. Rank the same three types in order ftom lowest to highest concentration of potassium and

sodium.

Lowest: Basaltic

Medium: Andesitic

Highest: RhYolitic

36c. Which type of magma generally has the highest eruption temperature?

Basaltic

36d. Which type of magma has the highest viscosity?

Rhyolitic

7^
36e. Metting (our@gilt result in more basaltic magmas.

37. ln Bowen's reac{ion series, what are the two brancfres?

Continuous and discontinuous

38. Which is tocated closest to olivine on Bowen's reaction series?

a. Muscovite
b. Oligoclase
c. Biotite

l-tr Pwoxene\J-' :-
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Circle whether each statement is true or fatse.

39''True2t false: There exists exposed land (NoT undenuater) on Earth that is below sea level.

4{'Tru* fatse: There exists exposed land (NoT undenarater) on Earth that is more than 100
mBters-below sea level.

,--\
41. True or@rt r)nere exists exposed land (NoT undenuater) on Earth that is more than 500
meters below'se-a level.

42'.True o\Qtsgfnere exists exposed land (NoT underwater) on Earth that is more than 1000
meters below sea level.

43. what is the name of the deepest point in the ocean floor?

Challenger deep / Mariana Trench

44. Give an approimation of its depth in meters (+A 1000m).

9994-11994 meters

45. Name each of the three types of prate boundaries shown here

Convergent Divergent Transform
45b. The San Andreasfault is@
Transform

45c. which type of boundary is fesponsible for the creation or rort new crust?

Divergent

46. When a volcano erupts, wnaiis the primary gas emitted?

Water vapor


